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Domaine de Canaille

Retreat Venues
Get In Touch

Choose from a 1000+ venues vetted by
our community of over 750 retreat leaders.
© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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ABOUT US

ABOUT US

Discover Your Perfect

RETREATS
& VENUES

			 Retreat Venues

Choose from
a 1000+ venues
vetted by
our community
of over 750
retreat leaders.
FIND A VENUE

W

e help retreat leaders find their perfect venue for free. Browse our
website or book a discovery call today for a more personalized
touch. We will start by learning more about your retreat vision on
a discovery call (15 to 30 minutes).
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Then our retreat venue experts will curate a custom list of venues that match
your retreat vision. We then work 1 on 1 with you to help you book or hold
your perfect venue.
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FRANCE

CHÂTEAU DE LA CREUZETTE

Château de La Creuzette
16 PEOPLE
CDG

8 ROOMS

CHATEAU

NOUVELLE-AQUITAINE, FRANCE

LEARN MORE

Between nature and refinement, the Château
de La Creuzette boasts beautiful high ceilings

Discover Your
Next Retreat Venue

FRANCE
Discover leading retreats,

with delicate details, old waxed parquet floors
and period furniture decorated in a luxurious
style. The landscaped park stretches across
a vast lawn with century-old trees, which
bear witness to the history of this exceptional
residence.

stunning venues and
welcoming hosts
around the world
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DOMAINE DE CANAILLE

DOMAINE DE CANAILLE

Domaine de Canaille
12 ROOMS
PROVENCE-ALPESCÔTE D’AZUR,FRANCE

24 PEOPLE

ACTIVITIES
MRS

VILLA

The Domaine de Canaille welcomes your wellness trips, yoga or
detox retreats in a splendid property of the French Riviera in Cassis.
This former 19th-century hotel where Virginia Woolf used to stay in
the 1920s has been entirely renovated in 2017 to combine modernity
simplicity and comfort in its 600-sm space. With 150 acres under

8 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

LEARN MORE

•

Hiking

•

Wine Tasting

•

Paddle Boarding

•

Yoga

•

Biking

•

Climbing

•

Boat Tour

Cap Canaille in the Calanques National Park, this luxury villa
offers breathtaking views of the Mediterranean Sea making it a
completely unique place, ideal for serenity and relaxation.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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POMOERIA

CHALET LES MEUNIERS

Pomoeria
10 PEOPLE

BOD

Chalet Les Meuniers
5 ROOMS

VILLA

NOUVELLE-AQUITAINE, FRANCE
LEARN MORE

14 PEOPLE

GVA

7 ROOMS

VILLA

AUVERGNE-RHÔNE-ALPES, FRANCE
LEARN MORE

Pomœria is a five-bedroom sanctuary nestled

Chalet “the Meuniers” made up of authentic

along the medieval walls and most prestigious

alpine farmhouses, rescued from ruin high up

vineyards of Saint-Émilion, a UNESCO World

in the hills of the French Alps. The building was

Heritage site. This private vacation rental home

taken apart beam by beam, numbered and put

is set within a beautiful 2500m² (0.62 acre)

back together piece by piece in a one acre park.

enclosed private garden with a large swimming

Possessed of all the principles of Feng-shui;

pool and exquisite views of the village and the

a panoramic view of the valley from the large

surrounding vineyards of Château Ausone, La

terrace, side 2000, opposite Rochebrune.

Clotte, Pavie, and Pavie-Macquin.
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Mas Lou Poun
14 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

Le Camp
40 PEOPLE

FEATURES
PGF

Le Camp is an exclusive natural venue.

farm house with two separate cottages,

Inspired by the classic African safari, there

sleeping 12 - 16 people, featuring a natural

are 7 luxurious tents spread across 2

swimming pool, hot-tub, barbecue and

hectares of beautiful French woodland. Our

grand piano.

natural swimming pool is a stunning focal

A truly unique venue, set on the southern

point and social hub. Cooking and dining

foothills of the revered Canigó mountain,

facilities are top notch and we can arrange

surrounded by 9 hectares of private forests

local therapists, instructors, experts, caterers

and mountain streams.

to help with your retreat plans. Consistently
GLAMPING / LUXURY CAMPING
MIDI-PYRENEES, FRANCE

Le Petit Château de Conteville

NORMANDY, FRANCE
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receiving 5 star reviews, in 2020 we were
named by The Times Travel as one of the “50
Best Holidays in France”.

Château de Contay
17 PEOPLE

FEATURES
CDG

RETREAT CENTER

LEARN MORE

TLS

Mas Lou Poun is an ancient Catalan

PYRENEES ORIENTALES, FRANCE

8 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

RETREAT CENTER

19 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

9 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
CDG

LEARN MORE

Le Petit Château de Conteville is nested

Château de Contay is an historic estate rebuilt

among old trees. We believe in the power

in 1753 after the demolition of the medieval

of the simplest things and Nature. Our

castle during the Spanish invasions. Kings,

team loves to take care of our guests as a

such as Francis the 1st, princes and officers,

family, by welcoming them in a peaceful

such as Faidherbe, as well as artists went here

and beautiful edible garden, full of birds

to rule, escape or find inspiration, the most

and flowers. We love to play and hear

famous of them being Jules Verne. In the

music, wild cooking sessions, gardening

darkest hours of the 20th century, Chateau

and yoga everyday. Sharing our passion
with people, discovering theirs make us
feel vibrant.

CHÂTEAU FOR PRIVATE HIRING
PICARDY,FRANCE

de Contay hosted Allied Armies (WW1) and
was occupied by SS Army (WW2). Chateau
de Contay is listed Monument Historiques.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Chateau de Thuries
10 PEOPLE

TLS

Chateau de Minargent
21 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CDG

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Château de Thuries sits among 1.5 hectares of

Chateau de Minargent offers the finest facilities

wild parkland and is a great place to unwind

for an idyllic retreat. Set in the countryside

and hold intimate retreats or reunions. The

of Charente Maritime, this lovingly restored

Pyrenees are visible in the distance and the

mansion has been designed for sophistication

Black Mountains are on the doorstep. The area

and comfort in mind.

is perfect for leisurely walks (there are many to
choose from!) and bike rides. Lac St Ferreol is
a 10 minute drive (or a great walk!) and we are
located a short drive from the beautiful town of

HOTEL

CHATEAU

Revel where the local Saturday morning market
OCCITANIE, FRANCE

is one of the best in France.

Ma Maison à Valbonne

La Petite Scierie
4 PEOPLE

CCF

NOUVELLE-AQUITAINE, FRANCE

8 PEOPLE

2 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

NCE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

The gite is set on the ground floor of a 150 year

Lovely villa located in a very quiet area, from

old converted watermill. It borders a river and

just few minutes walk to the charming village

sits on 2 acres of wooded land. The little village

of Valbonne.

of Puivert is ten minutes walk, known for its
Cathar castle and swimming lake. It’s a perfect

This house is described by all our tenants as a

spot to relax, or to explore this wonderful area,

real paradise. Our house is a big success and

famous for its history and its wine.

is booked one year in advance. What saying of
more !
GITE
OCCITANIE, FRANCE

14 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

VILLA
CÔTE D’AZUR, FRANCE

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Le Petit Sorin Farmhouse Gite
12 PEOPLE

8 ROOMS

65 PEOPLE

FEATURES
BOD

Chateau Les Merles
30 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

EGC

LEARN MORE

Dating back to 1897, Le Petit Sorin is a

Luxury 4-star boutique hotel with a

beautiful Charentaise Farmhouse set in the

gastronomic restaurant, bistro, golf course

heart of the Charente Maritime region of

and rental villa’s, close to bergerac airport,

South West France.

assure you will have a dream holiday in

The farmhouse has 8 bedrooms (a mixture

the Dordogne. Chateau Les Merles design

of doubles, twins and one quad room)

rooms and suites with all modern comfort

sleeping 12-18 guests. There are two large

await you.

kitchens, a dining area for up to 18 and two
large sitting rooms.
RURAL GITE
NOUVELLE-AQUITAINE, FRANCE

Outside set amongst the 2 acres of gardens
is a private pool, large lawned area and
shaded terraces for alfresco dining.

Cinq & Sept
18 PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

OCCITANIE, FRANCE
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NOUVELLE-AQUITAINE, FRANCE

Chateau De Carsac
18 PEOPLE

FEATURES
BZR

RESORT

HOTEL

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
EGC

LEARN MORE

A beautiful resort in a traditional wine-

Chateau de Carsac is a small 17C chateau

making village in the south of France.

nestled in the the Dordogne countryside.

A huge pool and nice relaxing summer

It sits in 6 acres with an orchard and lakes.

lounge. Dinners under the stars and

1km away is a beautiful public swimming

pool parties. And easy access to superb

lake with beach. The heated swimming

beaches, excellent restaurants, some of

pool has a spectacular outlook across the

Europe’s most spectacular castles and

valley with the ruined Chateau de Gurson

France’s favourite city, Montpellier. Cinq &

and an 11C century chapel sits behind. St

Sept merges elements of a guesthouse
and hotel to offer you a superb resort
holiday in the sunny South of France.

SMALL COUNTRY SIDE CHATEAUX
NOUVELLE-AQUITAINE, FRANCE

Emilion is only 30 mins away and there are
plenty of amazing markets nearby. There
are 5 double rooms in the chateau plus a
further 2 gites. Extra beds can be added.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Mas de Coulet
34 PEOPLE

MPL

Chateau de Vaudezert
19 PEOPLE

13 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CDG

12 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

On a 17 hectare domain of forest, sheltered by

We are a family owned and run business who

magnificent stone vaults dating from the XXIIth

pride themselves in accommodating your

century, nestled around a patio and its counter-

specific requirements. We are flexible in our

current swimming pool heated in season, the

approach to ensure you get the best out of your

Mas de Coulet has 5 guest rooms and 5 gîtes .

stay with us.

You can visit the treasures of our department
with the Gorges de l’Hérault, Saint Guilhem
le Désert, the Grotte des Demoiselles, the Pic
Saint-Loup, the Cirque de Navacelle and many

GUEST HOUSE AND GITES

CHATEAU

other sites!
OCCITANIE, FRANCE

Château de La Meynardie
23 PEOPLE

LIG

ORNE, FRANCE

TLC Gites
7 PEOPLE

11 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

NTE

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

A timeless place in the heart of Périgord.

An idyllic rural retreat set in the tranquil French

The serene calm of nature…

countryside. Just a short hop from the Loire

Huge spaces full of history…

Valley, you are never far from magnificent

Authentic luxury and refined charm…

vineyards and award winning wine. You can

Slow life and modern comfort…

relax and unwind in the private gardens, enjoy

This magnificent 17th century castle, large and

the on site seasonal pool as well as create new

comfortable, with very refined decoration, is

memories by exploring all that our region has to

surrounded by a huge park landscaped in the

offer. Relaxed and comfortable accommodation

French manner, with a 360° view on country.

CHATEAU

A large family home for 23 people, warm and
charming, in the Parc Naturel Régional Périgord-

awaits you as well as a warm welcome from the

GITE COMPLEX

hosts.
NOUVELLE-AQUITAINE, FRANCE

NOUVELLE-AQUITAINE, FRANCE

Limousin.
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Château d’Hodebert
18 PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

Seignosse Villa
14 PEOPLE

FEATURES
TUF

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
BIQ

LEARN MORE

Hodebert castle is a very peaceful place ,

Nestled in the forest only 600 metres from

perfect to find a new energy . Family house

Le Penon beach you will find peace and

since more 200 years, the atmosphere

tranquility at it best. Listen for the owls

gives serenity.

at night and the many bird species during
the day

CASTLE WITH COTTAGES

VILLA

CENTRE-VAL DE LOIRE, FRANCE

NOUVELLE-AQUITAINE, FRANCE

Villa Anna Flora
12 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

Chateau Du Coudreceau
BRI

VILLA
MATERA, FRANCE
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40 PEOPLE

FEATURES

20 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
ORY

LEARN MORE

Very special, incredible view over the

Chateau Du Coudreceau is a Private Golf

closest village, the valley the mountains

Estate Located 90 minutes South Of Paris

and the sea. Modern house with a warm

at the top of the Loire Valley. With 8 guest

atmosphere. Large property with the

suites in the main building and a further

woods, olive trees, in the green. Extremely

12 in our sister property it is a home from

quiet.

with

home. All rental are on an all inclusive

vintage pieces. Premium natural materials

basis. See www.cducestates.com for more

( marble, wood, terracotta). This place is a

details

Contemporary

decoration

perfect retreat to feel connected to nature
and to yourself

PRIVATE ESTATE
CENTRE-VAL DE LOIRE, FRANCE

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Le Moulin de la Quentiniere
30 PEOPLE

RNS

Embruns d’Herbe Slow Camp
16 PEOPLE

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

6 ROOMS

BES

LEARN MORE

Set in the beautiful countryside of the Pays

Embrunsdherbe Slow Camp is a spot of various

de la Loire in France, the estate of Le Moulin

houses made with natural material by architects

de la Quentiniere comprises two stunning

to offer people opportunity to relax in a sane

five bedroom houses and a fantastic leisure

environnement in a permaculture garden near

complex, complete with indoor swimming pool,

the coast with amazing sea views.

gymnasium and games room. The main house
also has a wonderful grand salon.
RURAL

ECO VILLAGE

PAYS DE LA LOIRE, FRANCE

Chateau des Costes

La Villa Aix
14 PEOPLE

MRS

BRETAGNE, FRANCE

23 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

MRS

Magnificent villa with unique sea-like swimming

Magnifique Château, classé 5 étoiles, ayant

pool, only 10 minutes from the historical town

appartenu aux célèbres frères Lumière, exposé

of Aix-en-Provence, in the beautiful south of

face à la mer avec vue sur la baie de Bandol.

France.

Des prestations hauts de gamme dans un
environnement
hammam,

exceptionnel:

piscine,

sauna,

climatisation,

salle

spa,
de

réception...
Destination idéale pour les grandes familles ou
VILLA

les groupes d’amis.

VILLA

Capacité d’héberger 23 personnes dans de
CÔTE D’AZUR, FRANCE

somptueuses suites climatisées avec vue sur la

CÔTE D’AZUR, FRANCE

mer.
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Gites Lalande Laborie
40 PEOPLE

16 ROOMS

AQUITAINE, FRANCE

40 PEOPLE

FEATURES
EGC

VILLA

Mas Vilalte
LEARN MORE

In Auriac du Perigord, at five km from
the famous caves of Lascaux in the
French region Dordogne you will find our
completely restored Maison de Maitre,”
Lalande- LaBorie”, dated early last century
and located in a domain of 15 ha and
our Cabanes du Rouge-Gorge and de la
Mésange with splendid views over the
valley and hidden in the forest.
On the same domain you will also find
our gite “Le Coustal“, and our recently
renovated “Maison du Cedre” and “maison
du Chene”.

Mas de Font Joie
13 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

CÔTE D’AZUR, FRANCE

24 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

PGF

Mas Vilalte is situated at the end of a one-mile
long private drive, 10km away from the small
village of Corsavy on the South facing slopes
of Mount Canigou. The hamlet consists of
a large mansion house, a cluster of small
stone buildings and a newly constructed
wooden meditation/yoga hall (150 m2)
with grass-roof and infra-red heating. Ideal
venue for seminars, courses, workshops,
RETREAT CENTER
PYRÉNÉES-ORIENTALES, FRANCE

quiet vacations and all other activities that
would respect and be in harmony with the
beautiful and pure environment.

L’Ancienne Mairie, Lafage
8 PEOPLE

FEATURES
NCE

VILLA

20 ROOMS

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
CAF

LEARN MORE

SUN SOAKED FRENCH LUXURY VILLA ON

Our bed and breakfast is located in

THE CÔTE D’AZUR.

the peaceful village of Lafage, only one

Le Mas de Font Joie is an extremely

hour from Toulouse but surrounded by

comfortable Villa in St Jean, Grasse’s most

fields, woods and rolling hills. We serve

prestigious residential area in the breath

breakfast every day and evening meals

taking Côte d’Azur, South of France. Also

by arrangement either in our light filled

famously known as the perfume capital

dining area or lavender edged garden

of the world. Standing proudly with her

seating area.

French Provincial looks, apricot walls, pale
green shutters and an extremely large
garden and pool area. Font Joie translated
means ‘Source of Joy.

BED AND BREAKFAST
LANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON, FRANCE

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Chateau Saint Victor La Coste
10 ROOMS

18 PEOPLE

15 PEOPLE

FEATURES
MRS

Manoir du Clap
5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEH

LEARN MORE

Charming 16th Century Chateau full of

Manoir du Clap is an old mansion with a

history in a historical village surrounded by

splendid garden where on can enjoy the

Forests and Vineyards between UZES and

silence of nature

Avignon in South of France

CHATEAU

BED AND BREAKFAST

LANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON, FRANCE

NORMANDY, FRANCE

Château de Barbirey
32 PEOPLE

12 ROOMS

BOURGOGNE-FRANCHE-COMTÉ,FRANCE

26 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

6 PEOPLE

FEATURES
LYS

CHATEAU

Chateau Feely
3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
BOD

LEARN MORE

The Château de Barbirey is in the heart of

Chateau Feely organic and biodynamic

the 8 ha park of Barbirey Gardens.

vineyard, one hour from Bordeaux city

Renovated with taste, each of the 12 rooms

in Saussignac, Dordogne, offers award-

has a private bathroom. The 12 rooms can

winning experiences, luxurious ecological

accommodate up to 32 people. On the

accommodation and outstanding wines.

ground floor you will find a large living

Delight your senses with yoga with a

room with fireplace, a large dining room

trained yoga teacher, wine experiences

seating, a professional kitchen, and a large

with a certified wine educator and walking

entrance.

FARM
AQUITAINE, FRANCE

tours to take in the magnificent views.
Gold Trophy winner in the first national
Wine Tourism awards in France and Best
of Wine Tourism Gold trophy winner.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Le Chateau de Monfreville
16 PEOPLE

CDG

Glatigny Farmhouse
9 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CDG

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Chateau Monfreville is set in the heart of the

This breath-taking and spacious farmhouse has

Normandy countryside & has 2 large cottages

been painstakingly renovated to the highest

in the beautiful grounds of the chateau. We

standards of luxury and taste; all 3 floors and

overlook an incredible national park which

extensive gardens being carefully designed to

is full of amazing wildlife. We are near to the

an authentic french and relaxing feel.

World War 2 landing beaches of Omaha & Utah.
Chateau Monfreville is an oasis of tranquility &
perfect for exploring all of your senses.
HOLIDAY HOMES

VILLA

NORMANDY, FRANCE

Chateau de Rouffillac
20 PEOPLE

BVE

NORMANDY, FRANCE

La Closerie De La Fuye
10 PEOPLE

17 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

TUF

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

A luxurious, fairytale hilltop chateau overlooking

La closerie de la Fuye is an old mansion in a

France’s beautiful Dordogne valley. Completely

beautiful natural setting (Park and woods).

modernised, yet retaining all its original classic

We focus on arts, heritage, ecology and social

features.

activities.

Surrounded by a 100 acre tranquil forest
providing stunning views from cliff edges,
access to an ancient Roman church and space
for meditation, picnics and rest.
Harbouring unprecedented facilities including

CHATEAU AND 100 ACRE ESTATE

BED AND BREAKFAST

a cliff top pool, multi-terraced gardens, state
of the art luxurious spa with steam room, yoga

AQUITAINE, FRANCE

CENTRE-VAL DE LOIRE, FRANCE

studio and fully equipped gymn

28 | © RETREATSANDVENUES
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La Fraissinède
16 PEOPLE

8 ROOMS

La Baye des Anges

OCCITANIE, FRANCE

9 ROOMS

Welcome to La Fraissinède. Lovingly built
from an old Corbières wine store with
open spaces and tucked away corners,
this house is an exquisite place to enjoy
time together or savour peace and quiet,
all year round.
The house is set in 120 acres in one of the
most beautiful valleys in the Languedoc.
The surrounding area is real, unspoilt
France and offers a wealth of activities,
sparkling Mediterranean beaches and the
Pyrenees are close-by. Bags down, pour
glass, relax – you’re here.

NOUVELLE-AQUITAINE, FRANCE

LEARN MORE

This secluded property facing mythic Mont
Ventoux, boasts vast spaces for both group
gatherings and quiet alone time. Indoor
spaces include a huge cathedral ceiling
reception space, professionally equipped
kitchen, 5 suites sleep 10 persons, office,
tv room, gym, laundry room. A large pool,
pétanque court, ping-pong, and

various

viewing spots with ample sitting space
VILLA

as well as various outdoor dining areas

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE D’AZUR,FRANCE

complete the offer. Winetasting and natural
dye courses can be organised on-site.

Wild Eco Retreats
12 PEOPLE

FEATURES

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

LDE

COTTAGE

FEATURES
MRS

Refuge Out of the City
21 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CCF

VILLA

10 PEOPLE

FEATURES

FEATURES
TLS

LEARN MORE

ROC is located in the heart of the Vallée

A magical holiday and retreat space hidden

d’Ossau, an area having a long heritage

in a valley of interlocking spurs in the

and many great traditions. This setting

forests of Aveyron, in the south of France.

is ideal for introspection, in a place that

An entirely secluded eco-run hamlet, our

nevertheless

expanse of wild tranquility.

remains

opened

to

the

outside: On one side, we can see the

An ideal place for group holidays, retreats,

beautiful mountains of Pyrénées, on the

a writer’s haven, an artist’s inspiration, a

other, the depth of the valley living to the

yogi’s sanctuary or simply a place to relax,

rhythm of the seasons.
Savour every moment and take time for
yourself thanks to the Refuge’s unique site
with its immaculate landscapes away from

ECO VILLAGE

walk, breathe the air, take in the natural
beauty and experience the wild.

OCCITANIE, FRANCE

urban settings.
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Château La Carrière
18 PEOPLE

BOD

Château de la Ruche
10 PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

TUF

Château La Carrière is a newly established

petit château set in 15 acres of secluded, private

built in typically Périgord style with its striking

parkland and woodland near Le Mans in the

towers, windows and shutters, which give the

Pays de la Loire region of France. It is the perfect

building a unique fairy-tale charm. The Château

place to get away from the hustle of daily life,

is set on a large secluded 28-hectare estate,

to be creative and unwind. Our hospitality is

including a huge garden, fields and large forest

laid-back but luxurious and you will come away

areas. Exceptional features include a cinema,
and a Japanese-style lake. The Château can
be booked by one group at a time, either for
holidays or group events.

feeling inspired and relaxed.
CHATEAU

BOD

CHÂTEAU

DORDOGNE, FRANCE

Chateau La Thuiliere
14 PEOPLE

LEARN MORE

Château de la Ruche is a magical 18th century

luxury retreat in the heart of the Dordogne. It is

indoor hot tub, bar, gym, pool with pool house

5 ROOMS

PAYS-DE-LA-LOIRE, FRANCE

Mas de Saribou
8 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

LYS

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

The ideal location for your venue.

A quiet, sunny valley, near the Lioupoux river

Château la Thuilière is positioned in a green

shelters the Mas de Saribou: ecological holiday

setting: 9 hectares of park and forest, in the

guest house with natural managed garden and

heart of the Périgord countryside; one hour

swimming pool. We are organic farmers.

from Bordeaux. Refined guest rooms as well as
a gastronomic table d’hôte, managed by Laila,
highlighting regional products.
The Chateau has been tastefully decorated,
combining the authenticity of the place with

HOTEL

ECO VILLA

more modern decor touches.
NOUVELLE-AQUITAINE, FRANCE
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AUVERGNE-RHÔNE-ALPES, FRANCE
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Château Bouffémont
30 PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

ÎLE-DE-FRANCE, FRANCE

15 PEOPLE

FEATURES
CDG

LUXURY PRIVATE RESIDENCE /
HOLIDAY RENTAL / LUXURY EVENTS

Chalet l’Ecuela
LEARN MORE

A peaceful haven erected in the
nineteenth century, the Château was
the setting for prestigious ceremonies
organized by former residents, the
Marquise of Preignes and Baron Empain.
With 5 grand reception halls, 9 magical
suites and a sumptuous garden and
grounds, the Château is the ideal place
to take an intimate vacation, organise
an event or simply enjoy a special
moment with your friends and family.
Just 30 kilometers from the center of
Paris and 20 minutes from Charles de
Gaulle Airport.

Hotel Domaine Des Clos
50 PEOPLE

18 ROOMS

HOTEL
OCCITANIE, FRANCE
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FEATURES
GVA

LEARN MORE

L’Ecuela Business Retreat near Morzine, in
the French Alps: Just over one hour from
Geneva airport in the heart of the French
Alps, L’Ecuela Business Retreat is the ideal
location for your event: from business
workshops to team building events to yoga
or wellness retreats etc.... L’Ecuela provides
you with tranquility, business equipment,
free wifi, catering, high quality rooms for
VILLA

residential stay, transport arrangement,

AUVERGNE-RHÔNE-ALPES, FRANCE

activities arrangement and much more.

Lily of the Valley
44 PEOPLE

FEATURES
MRS

7 ROOMS

44 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
NCE

LEARN MORE

More than a hotel, a way of life A family home

Lily of the Valley is set between the

in an 18th century winery, located between

gentle Riviera and bustling Saint-Tropez

Camargue and Provence opens its doors

with terraces overlooking and offering

wide to welcome you into its home and

panoramic views of the Mediterranean.

beautiful gardens.

The hotel stands proud on Gigaro Hill, as

“We wanted nature, peace and sunny days,

if always there, in these unspoilt natural

cultural visits with some sporting activities

surroundings, with 5 km of fine sand

too: we found our happiness at Domaine des

beaches below.

Clos. A provençal farmhouse in a beautiful
garden setting, lovingly restored by the
friendly owners who are passionate about
sharing their love for their native region

RESORT
CÔTE D’AZUR, FRANCE

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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La Borgada
6 PEOPLE

NCE

Château de Boucéel
15 PEOPLE

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

RNS

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

A luxurious 3 bedroom town house with sea

13 km from Mont Saint Michel lies the Château

views, available for holiday rentals in Tourrettes

de Boucéel, a family residence for several

sur Loup. Originally built in 1677 as part of the

generations, that was built in 1763 on an estate

ramparts of the village, it has been recently

that dates back to the 12th century. Listed as

renovated throughout to an extremely high

a French historical monument, this elegant

standard, in order to provide the best possible

house offers a subtle balance between style

guest experience. Tourrettes sur

Loup, only

preservation and comfort: a celebration of the

half an hour from Nice Airport,

is the ideal

spirit of the 18th century and French “art de

location from which to explore the whole of
the Côte d’Azur: the stunning beaches and the
magnificent and awe-inspiring landscape

VILLA
PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE D’AZUR,
FRANCE

Château de Moncley
10 PEOPLE

BSL

vivre”. Count Régis de Roquefeuil and his family
will welcome you as friends and share with you

LEARN MORE

NORMANDY, FRANCE

their joy of living in this house.

Eco Chateau
20 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

BOUTIQUE HOTEL

LIG

12 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

A hidden gem to meditate and rest in nature.

This is a beautiful, rustic, boutique chateau in

Chateau de Moncley is a powerful testament of

the heart of tranquil, rural France and it’s the

beauty through symmetry. 360 degree views of

perfect place to escape to and unwind. There

the countryside provide guests and visitors with

are local activities such as hiking, swimming,

an unspoiled perspective of natural serenity

kayaking and adventure sports along with

and authentic French county lifestyle.

good authentic restaurants and historic sites to

This historical venue hosts a 12 acre private

explore nearby.

garden, with an organic vegetable and fruit
garden, a swimming pool and stables. The
reception areas and chapel, are completed with
5 quiet and modern rooms.
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CHÂTEAU
BOURGOGNE-FRANCHE-COMTÉ,
FRANCE

CHATEAU
NOUVELLE-AQUITAINE, FRANCE
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Chateau de la Valouze
86 PEOPLE

36 ROOMS

Château Lamothe du prince noir
10 PEOPLE

FEATURES
BOD

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

BOD

Chateau de la Valouze is situated in 34

Small family run chateau set in a small

hectares of forests, lakes and gardens. This

village but totally isolated, between saint

vast country home is relaxing and isolated

Emilion and Bordeaux, we are a surrounded

while still being a few steps from amenities.

by water and fields with century old trees
where deer come and graze and people
just wonder! The chateau is beautifully
renovated with all modern commodities,
two large terraces and an outside heated
pool! Just heavenly!

VILLA

CHÂTEAU BED AND BREAKFAST

NOUVELLE-AQUITAINE, FRANCE

NOUVELLE-AQUITAINE, FRANCE

Vill’Atypique
15 PEOPLE

12 ROOMS

Le Prielle
CDG

VILLA
CENTRE-VAL DE LOIRE, FRANCE
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15 PEOPLE

FEATURES

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

TLS

Thanks to its modular spaces, Vill’Atypique

A beautiful house in a lovely little village

is a unique, elegant and cozy place to

surrounded

stunning

countryside.

stay, to celebrate a family or a business

The house has everything

needed so

event, to simply share a pleasant moment

you can relax and spend time together

with friends, to organize a yoga retreat, a

either around the huge dining room table,

private party or bring employees together

outside in the courtyard, or in front of the

in a vintage spirit decor in the middle of a

fire. There’s plenty of room (and plenty of

wooded park.

bathrooms too - very important detail!).

Vill’Atypique offers “a la carte services”
via its private concierge to suit anyone’s
needs.

HOUSE
OCCITANIE, FRANCE

by

Lots to do nearby, whether hiking or
visiting sites (castles, chapels, Roquefort),
fishing, canoeing...

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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La Maison Junas
18 PEOPLE

MPL

Sante Yoga
10 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

LIG

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

La maison Junas is a large, handsome house in

Health Yoga is in the heart of the Limousin

the heart of the village of Junas, near Sommières,

region of France. The Association is a microfarm

perfect for groups of friends or family to get

situated next to the river La Combade. Here we

together. 230m2 in total. Sleeps 17 or more (in 5

have sheep, dogs, cats, and hens on site who

double bedrooms, 1 twin and 1 bunkbed room,

roam freely on the land. We also grow a large

spare mattresses). High ceilings, stone floors,

array of fresh vegetables, which we use in all of

modern kitchen, huge 35m2 living room with

our meals. This is all maintained with warmth,

fireplace and piano. Large terrace & courtyard

love, and dedication for the animals and the land
VILLA

garden for meals outdoors.

we serve. In this deep rural area, surrounded by

RETREAT CENTER

breath-taking views, where provide tailor made
LANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON, FRANCE

Les Charmes de Carlucet
21 PEOPLE

LIG

LIMOUSIN, FRANCE

yoga retreats”

Le Prielle
35 PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

LDE

17 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

18th Century 5 star French Manor House &

Space and tranquility, an ideal place to recharge

Villa. Both Houses have private heated pools.

your batteries whilst surrounded by beautiful

Set in 20,000m2 of beautiful, secluded, private

views of the Pyrenees mountains and the

gardens with stunning views of the surrounding

Gascon countryside. Situated in the heart of

countryside between Sarlat la Canéda & the

Gascony, Le Prielle offers a wide variety of

caves of Lascaux in the heart of the Dordogne,

opportunities for those wishing to holiday in the

Perigord Noir.

area.

Manor has 6 bedrooms. Villa has 3 bedrooms.
All bedrooms have air conditioning and private
bathrooms

18TH CENTURY 5 STAR MANOR
HOUSE & VILLA
NOUVELLE-AQUITAINE, FRANCE
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GITES
OCCITANIE, FRANCE
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Domaine de la Brette
52 PEOPLE

21 ROOMS

OCCITANIE, FRANCE

40 PEOPLE

FEATURES
TLS

COTTAGES VILLAGE

Les Magnolias

8 ROOMS

NOUVELLE-AQUITAINE, FRANCE
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LEARN MORE

BOD

In the heart of a 4 hectare park, the

Les Magnolias is located on the banks of

Domaine de la Brette offers a privileged

the Dordogne river. You will find us in the

natural environment for the organization

tourist heart of the Dordogne within an

of your seminars, teambuilding, training,

hour drive from all top attractions.It is less

retirement ... installed in an old 18th

than a 10-minute walk to the main square

century farm, our lodgings will offer

of the typical bastide town of Lalinde with

you everything modern comfort. Our 4

many restaurants and facilities. Our Maison

trailers complement our accommodation

de Maitre, a romantic riverside mansion

for unusual and bucolic stays. Our two

from the 18 th century, has been renovated

seminary rooms will allow you to meet for
your activities

HOTEL

into a boutique style

NOUVELLE-AQUITAINE, FRANCE

accomodation

with

chambre d’hotes
adjacent

holiday

accomodation. We warmly welcome you !!

Gîtes de Peyrounou
26 PEOPLE

FEATURES
EGC

FARM

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

Les Girouteaux
17 PEOPLE

10 ROOMS

13 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
BOD

LEARN MORE

“Les Girouteaux” offers three beautiful

An old farm now transformed into four

4-Star holiday cottages that sleep from

comfortable and spacious gites set in a

four to 10. Or up to 20 people if joined as

landscaped garden and sharing a 12m x 6m

one party. Dating back to the early 1900s,

swimming pool. Each gite is self contained

your cottage has a private garden patio

and fully equipped. Set on the outskirts of

with barbeque. Plus a lovely communal

the village of Lacapelle Biron in the north

garden with fruit trees, play areas, a play

east corner of the Lot et Garonne, a stone’s

barn and loads of lawn for letting off steam.

throw from the picturesque Dordogne and

Les Girouteaux is located in the very heart
of the Dordogne , one of the most beautiful
regions in France.

GITE COMPLEX
NOUVELLE-AQUITAINE, FRANCE

Lot départements, plenty to see and do for
the active among you, or just simply relax
by the pool.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Le Répertoire
8 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

L’Autre Maison

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FNI
L’Autre

exceptional villas for travellers from around

farmhouse from the 18th century, located

the world. They have developed a repertoire

in the center of a small traditional and

of locations, always with the same aim

quiet french hamlet. The house is perfect

in mind: to offer you an unforgettable

for groups and family, its configuration

experience. Far from an impersonal letting

adapt to many occasions and gives you

agency, Marie and Antoine are owners of all

the opportunity to spend a pleasant time

the locations in the repertoire. They have

in a group while respecting the privacy of

considered and converted each home to

each other.

and needs of their future renters and so
that each guest can feel at home.

Domaine du Colombier 81
22 PEOPLE

FEATURES

Marie and Antoine welcome you to their

the highest standards to meet the wishes

CÔTE D’AZUR, FRANCE

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

NCE

VILLA

18 PEOPLE

FEATURES

is

a

nice

renovated

VILLA
OCCITANIE, FRANCE

Mas des Graviers
15 PEOPLE

FEATURES

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

TLS

Maison

FEATURES
MRS

LEARN MORE

This beautifully renovated stone country

We are a working vineyard near Aix en

farm

Provence.

house

offers

stunning

views,

spacious rooms, and the experience of a
life-time while being fully immersed in the
local culture. Whether you wish to sample
our local vineyards, visit the quaint stone
villages,

experience

renowned

French

cooking, be mesmerized by the beauty of
VILLA
MIDI-PYRÉNÉES, FRANCE
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the countryside, or relax and lounge by our
pool, you will not be disappointed with the
wonderful variety of activities to be offered.

VINEYARD WITH VILLA
CÔTE D’AZUR, FRANCE
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Maison Tranquil
18 PEOPLE

TLS

The Beach Retreat
14 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

LRH

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Maison Tranquil lake side retreat. Relax Refresh

We have combined and converted our two

and Reconnect with friends and family in nature.

neighbouring villas into a luxury retreat. Situated
in the beautiful area of the Vendée, offering you
peace, tranquillity, rejuvenation and relaxation
as well as fabulous home cooked, healthy
cuisine.
In a private location only 75 metres from a
9km sandy beach on the Atlantic coast, these
RETREAT CENTER

luxurious hideaways provide accommodation

TWO ADJOINING VILLAS

for up to 14 people, offering the perfect package
OCCITANIE, FRANCE

MPL

THE VENDEE, FRANCE

Praana Wellness

La Deveze
20 PEOPLE

of wellness, healthy living and regeneration.

15 PEOPLE

11 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

BOD

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

La Deveze offers a versatile venue for bespoke

A Therapeutic Retreat Centre amongst the

retreats

Cognac vines. Weekly yoga classes, private
one-to-one sessions of yoga or counselling.
Bed & Breakfast. Spa facility. We host private
therapeutic retreats as well as hosting and
organising residential programmes for visiting
yoga teachers, artists, creative writers, dancers
and ayurvedic professionals. We offer B&B in
RETREAT CENTER

between our retreats as well as we offer weekly

RETREAT CENTER

self-catering rental to retreat leaders or families
GARD, FRANCE
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for special events.

NOUVELLE-AQUITAINE, FRANCE
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The French Retreat
22 PEOPLE

11 ROOMS

FEATURES
MÉRIGNAC

RETREAT CENTER
CHARENTE, FRANCE

LEARN MORE

The French Retreat was designed to host
workshops, events and courses which
make the world a better place. The vast
double-height group room with its vaulted
ceiling is simply stunning. Each bedroom
has a very different feel, from simple
French country twin rooms to the Lord of
the Manor’s four-poster bedroom. The ensuite bathrooms are sleek and modern,
with traditional features retained.
A place to get away from it all and find
yourself: yoga, meditation, healing, selfhelp and life coaching.

Magic Hill Wellness & Retreat Center
8 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

FEATURES
MPL

LEARN MORE

Nestled in the hills of the “Haut Languedoc”
National Park, Magic Hill is an ideal place
to relax and recharge. Built on ancient
terraces, the villa has a variety of living
spaces. Each with its individual energy and
atmosphere, adapting to the changing
moments and moods of the day.
Situated between the Mediterranean sea
VILLA
OCCITANIE, FRANCE
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and the mountain Carroux, Magic Hill
reflects the calm of the countryside, yet is
an easy reach to all that the region has to
offer.
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Le Logis des Quatre Puits
20 PEOPLE

BOD

Chateau de Puissentut
26 PEOPLE

16 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

TLS

14 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Le Logis des Quatre Puits is set in its own 74 acre

Chateau de Puissentut is a medieval château

country park, bordered by the river Palais. Parts

with a modern twist. Nestled in the rolling hills of

of the house date back to the 16th Century. Les

South west France, it is a tranquil haven, perfect

Quatre Puits offers comfortable and friendly

for your retreat, themed holiday or wedding.

bed and breakfast and three self catering gites.

Facilities include a 130 m2 fully equipped yoga

We also hold residential courses and retreats

studio, treatment rooms, swimming pool, juice

using our amazing geodesic dome. There is a

and wine bar and extensive gardens. Local

12m x 6m swimming pool and secure parking
with CCTV. We specialise in vegetarian and
vegan catering.

HOLIDAY AND RETREAT CENTRE, AND
BED & BREAKFAST

villages and market towns are easy to reach
and you can enjoy a plenty of walks through the
fields and woods.

CHARENTE MARITIME, FRANCE

GERS, FRANCE

La Pélisserie

Perigord Retreats
17 PEOPLE

13 PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

TLS

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Perigord Retreats is perfectly located in the heart

La Pélisserie is a large atmospheric merchant’s

of the Dordogne and provide all-inclusive art

house (dating back to the 13th century) located in

workshops and daily visits to the most beautiful

the heart of the seductive medieval town of Saint

villages and landscapes in France. Our property

Antonin Noble Val. Substantially and sensitively

consists of 2 beautiful houses, an indoor/outdoor

refurbished, the house offers 4 spacious en-

swimming pool, over 20 mature oaks with

suite bedrooms and a large self-catering studio

truffiere underneath, picturesque views, a small

apartment. Whether for a holiday or brief visit,

vineyard and lavender farm, a small orchard, an

our mission is to provide guests with a restful

abundance of flowers blossoming throughout

RETREAT CENTER

the year, over 15 tree species, 30 animal species
in the garden alone and much more.
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RETREAT CENTER

and relaxing escape, together with some of the

RETREAT CENTER

charm and sophistication of a quality boutique
ALPES-MARITIMES, FRANCE

hotel.

TARN-ET-GARONNE, FRANCE

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Lauvitel Lodge
24 PEOPLE

10 ROOMS

Chateau de Gudanes
18 PEOPLE

FEATURES
GNB

LEARN MORE

Resting in the tiny hamlet of La Danchère,

neglected and ruined château, tucked

Venosc, France, Lauvitel Lodge sits at the

neatly into a deep valley in the French

doorway to the splendors of the Ecrins

Pyrénées. Built in the 1740’s, on a site

National Park. We have a wealth of facilities

with remains of where the first stories

and activities for you to enjoy, perfect for

of religious tragedies began in the 13th

a retreat, workshop, cycling event, family

century. Now this sleeping beauty is being

reunion, ski holiday or walking vacation.

reawakened by an Australian family, as

each other’s company to the full.

Monastere de Segries
75 PEOPLE

26 ROOMS

ALPES-DE-HAUTE-PROVENCE, FRANCE
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CHATEAU UNDERGOING
RESTORATION
ARIÈGE, FRANCE

they start their restoration, giving back the
love it deserves, and unravelling the spirit
of the past.

Haven on the Hill
PEOPLE

FEATURES
MRS

RETREAT CENTER

LEARN MORE

TLS

Chateau de Gudanes, an abandoned,

you will find it to be an ideal place to enjoy

CHARENTE MARITIME, FRANCE

FEATURES

A magical place for your next holiday.

Whatever draws you to Lauvitel Lodge
HOTEL

8 ROOMS

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

EGC

Charming place, located in the heart

Welcome to Haven on the Hill, a unique

of the Verdon Natural Park, this former

rural venue set in Lalandusse in the district

Cistercian monastery. Converted into a

of Lot et Garonne, approx 20 km from

guest house, combines conviviality and

Bergerac airport. Our retreats are all about

tranquility for the reception of groups.

wellbeing,

creativity

Annemarie and Dhruv, the owners, will

attended

by

quickly make you feel at home. They invite

tranquility and relaxation. Our classes are

you to an unforgettable slice of life during

open to all abilities and are led by qualified

your stay. The monastery of Segriès, where
everything is possible or almost ...

VILLA

small

and

mindfulness,

groups

seeking

teachers in Hatha Yoga, Pilates, Qi Gong,
Arts and crafts.

LOT-ET-GARONNE, FRANCE
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Castle 16th Century
10 PEOPLE

BSL

Le Petit Chateau
13 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

MRS

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

16th century castle renewed during over 20

Le Petit Chateau - 1890s Large provincial Villa

years by its current owners with passion and

with heated Private Pool and Large Gated

authenticity.

Gardens

BSL

VILLA

BOURGOGNE-FRANCHE-COMTÉ,
FRANCE

Château de l’Epinay

Domaine de la Vène
22 PEOPLE

CCF

CÔTE D’AZUR, FRANCE

60 PEOPLE

11 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

NTE

23 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

The Domaine de la Vène is a beautiful country

Located between the vineyards and castles of

house set in 630 acres of private land, with

the Loire Valley, 1 hour 30 minutes from Paris

stunning views of the surrounding countryside.

by train, the Château de l’Epinay is an intimate

The Domaine can accommodate up to 16 guests

refuge for an enchanting stay.

in the main house and a further 6 guests in the

The art of living means sometimes slowing

cottage, and is suitable for cooking retreats,

down, recharging your batteries, and taking

artistic retreats, and walking holidays.

the time to appreciate simple things such as
healthy cooking, observing a refined decor, or
VILLA

taking some time for yourself ... The energy of
place provides our guests with a transformative

LANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON, FRANCE
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and positive experience, more than just a stay.

HOTEL
SAINT-GEORGES-SUR-LOIRE,
FRANCE
© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Les Lofts de Palombaggia
8 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

15 PEOPLE

FEATURES
FSC

Amazon Creek
14 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

GVA

The Lofts of Palombaggia located on the

Amazonia is the ultimate combination of

commune of Porto-Vecchio,offer the rental

three luxury Amazon Creek chalets in Les

of two luxury villas overlooking thesea.

Bossons. Host up to 28 people in perfect

The complicity of modern lines and noble

alpine luxury. Undisturbed and pampered

materials give these villas a dimension of

by our staff.

elegance.

Hidden away in mountainside woodlands
next to a beautiful glacial stream, the
Amazonia

chalets

offer

a

beautiful

setting for memorable events. Weddings,
VILLA

CHALETS

CORSE DU SUD, FRANCE

CHAMONIX, FRANCE

Villa Genesis
60 EOPLE

30 ROOMS

CÔTE D’AZUR, FRANCE

and

constructive

corporate

events are the pinnacle of refinement with
Amazon Creek’s

Villa Caramontinu
10 PEOPLE

FEATURES
NCE

VILLA

birthdays,

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
BIA, FSC

LEARN MORE

Between Monaco and the Italian Riviera…

Villa Caramontinu, located in Sainte Lucie

ideally situated in Menton, Villa Genesis is

de Porto Vecchio, offers a peaceful setting

an architectural jewel “Belle Epoque”. Our

for a retreat with its beautiful seaview

30 rooms and suites with contemporary

on the Pinarello bay and mountain view

furniture, renovated with Carrara marble

on the Alta Rocca Mountains. With its 5

bathrooms as well as modern equipment.

bedrooms / 4 bathrooms on 3 levels, it can

Infinity pool, Salon-Lounge Bar, Room

accommodate 10 adults very comfortably.

service, Concierge, Parking and parking

Other features include heated swimming

Valet, charging station for electric cars and
many other services to come ...

VILLA
SOUTH CORSICA, FRANCE

pool, air conditioning, barbecue and 2500
sqm garden. The villa is located at 5’ from
nearest beach and shops. Nearby outdoor
activities are numerous: jet ski, boat rental,
parasailing, horseriding or hiking.

56 | © RETREATSANDVENUES
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Les Caulins Holiday Let & Cookery School
6 PEOPLE

EGC

Villa Eva
10 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

5 ROOMS

FSC
dedicated

LEARN MORE

Built in the 18th century, is a typical French

villa

to

calm,

meditation

country house, formerly a vineyard and a farm.

relaxation, ideal for families and friends

and

3 ensuite bedrooms and is a holiday let and
cookery school. Peacefully located among the
rolling hills of the Lot-et-Garonne countryside
& the perfect place to relax and unwind by the
sun soaked pool or under cool shady terraces,
with far reaching views, clear blue skies and a
long warm Spring, Summer & Autumn

VILLA

VILLA

LOT-ET-GARONNE, FRANCE

Chateau de Coyolles

Bee Inn Bordeaux
10 PEOPLE

BOD

CORSICA, FRANCE

15 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CDG

2 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Our Inn, the villa amidst the vineyards of

A renovated lodge in the outbuilings of the

Bordeaux, welcomes you for all your (business)

castle for 12 up to 15 guests. With large kitchen

meetings.

and collective sanitary facilities. One bedroom

Great facilities, 6 rooms en-suite (max 10 guests,

on the ground floor and a dormitory with 10/11

but extra rooms can be arranged at walking

single beds on the first floor. Park 1,8 hectare.

distance or at a short drive away), garden and

Other bedrooms and a private flat available in

pool with famous vineyards all around. Meeting

the castle. Yoga independant room available

facilities, dining room and kitchen, lounge.

on demand (heated). Fly fishing in the village.

The bee is our metaphor for people working

VILLA

Forest for walks 500 meters.

CASTLE

together to achieve something usefull.
BORDEAUX, FRANCE
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LA CLAIRIERE BIO AND SPA HOTEL

The Lotus Tree
12 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

La Clairiere Bio and Spa Hotel
FEATURES
MRS

50 ROOMS

150 PEOPLE
LEARN MORE

SXB

HOTEL

Guest house and bed and breakfast in
beautiful rural location. Gay men only.

LA PETITE-PIERRE,
BAS-RHIN, ALSACE,
FRANCE,FRANCE

LEARN MORE

Set in the heart of the forest of the Vosges du
Nord Nature Reserve, La Clairière is an ideal
setting to organize retreats and workshops.
What we offer:
• a certified organic and savory energy-boosting

CHALETS

cuisine (vegetarian and vegan options)
OCCITANIE, FRANCE

• a spa opening out into the forest
• holistic treatments

Le Prieuré
12 PEOPLE

10 ROOMS

• an ecological attitude
• 
A workshop

space

with

views

on

the

surrounding forest or open on a terrace

FEATURES
PIS

LEARN MORE

The medieval Priory, Tower and gite
sit in a small rural French village in the
southwest of France. Surrounded by high
honey coloured stone walls draped with
tumbling roses, the houses each have a
private garden.

CHÂTEAU
DEUX-SÈVRES, FRANCE
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Ferme Les Bouts
8 PEOPLE

GVA

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Mountain escape with stunning views in a
peaceful village.

CHALETS
HAUTE SAVOIE, FRANCE

Villa la Tosca
16 PEOPLE

BOD

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Offering an intimate, more personal, cosy
experience than any Villa can offer, where the
only guests are the ones you personally invite.
Just west of Bordeaux, the luxurious and
historic beachfront French villa, is discreetly

BOOK YOUR PERFECT RETREAT VENUE

tucked away in a serene and tranquil cove on
the southern French Atlantic coast.

Choose from a 1000+ venues vetted by our community of over 750 retreat leaders.

VILLA
FRANCE
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FIND A VENUE

retreatsandvenues.com
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